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Imperatives exercises multiple choice pdf

In order to continue to enjoy our website, we ask you to confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you for your cooperation. You want someone to do something: naked infinitive : Go! Rush! Stop! You want someone to do nothing: not / not + infinitive: Don't go! Don't hurry up! Don't stop! You would like to highlight your
request/order/command/advice: do + infinitive: Do go! Hurry up! Stop it! Exercises Practice the Imperative (Go en Don't go) Exercise 1: Choose the best imperative form exercise 2: choose the best imperative form exercise 3: complete a positive or negative imperative exercise 4: complete a positive or negative imperative exercise of 6:
practice different exercises the imperative form You have completed the quiz before. Therefore, you cannot restart it. You must sign in or sign in to start the quiz. You must complete the following quiz to start this quiz: &gt;&gt; GrammarPractice - Table of Contents come in. Come in. In come. Sitting down please. Please sit down. Please
sit down. Let us go. Let's go. We let go. right / (turn) / at the next traffic light turn right at the next traffic light. Turn right at the next traffic light. Turn right at the next traffic light. Don't be too late. Don't be too late. They are not too late. Rush! They hurry up. Hurry up! Butter / (use) ... not / margarine / (use) [2 sets] You use butter. They do not
use margarine. Use butter. Do not use margarine. Butter use. Do not use margarine. Please be calm. Please be calm. Please be calm. Sit still. Still sit. They sit still. straight / (go) / four more blocks Straight go four more blocks. Just walk out of four more blocks. You're just going four more blocks. us / not / (let) / (eat) / home tonight Let's
not eat at home tonight. Let's not eat at home tonight. Let's not eat at home tonight. why / we / not / to a movie tonight / (go) ? Why don't we go into a movie tonight? Why don't we go into a movie tonight? Why don't we go into a movie tonight? &gt;&gt; Grammar Practice - Table of Contents © 2014 Spring International's Language Center
Topic: Verbs and Tensions | Level: Beginner's Guide: Choose the correct answer. Instructions: Choose the correct answer. Click here for the answer sheet Note: When printing, this page is formatted correctly for use as a handout. Copyright © UsingEnglish.com Ltd. - All rights reserved This quiz and printable worksheet can be used by
students and teachers in the classroom without charge; However, you must retain all copyright information and references to UsingEnglish.com. View the online at: Free Educational Websites &gt; Learn English &gt; Thematic Page:Recommended Pages from our Site - Selected by our team.1Imperative - English Imperative Choose the
right verb. English Exercise Imperative created by Anonymous (25-01-2008) with The Testbuilder ... 2Imperative tense - English Imperative tense. Put the words in the correct order. Order. Exercise Imperative tense created by anonymous (05-10-2005) with the test ... 3Imperative - English Imperative Put the sentences in order, with the
imperative. English Exercise Imperative created by anonymous (28-06-2006) with the test ... 4English Grammar: The Imperative [Test]TEST - Find the mandatory forms of these sentences: 1) You / go to the supermarket. 2) we / have a drink 3) you / do not smoke 4) we / do not take the car ... 5Imperative-English Exercises: Imperative. ...
Placement Tests 7000+ Exercises Free Worksheet Grammar Sheets With Audio/Video Files Vocabulary Sheets ... 7Free tuition for learning English2518) IMPERATIVE TEST 2519) HOT VERBS BE HAVE 2520) SUPERLATIVE TEXTS 2521) CLEAN AS AN ADJECTIVE 2522) SENTENCES WITH ADJECTIVES ... &gt;&gt;&gt; Search for
pages on this topic: Search IMPERATIVE TEST on our 100% free page to learn English. English.
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